Covid-19:
an opportunity
to evolve?

What will it take for the
events industry
to recover and thrive?

Executive summary
Our aim in compiling this report has been
to help the event industry respond to and
recover from the body blow of the global
Coronavirus pandemic.
The pace and severity of the virus has devasted suppliers,
event organisers and venues, and its effects will be felt
for many years to come. Not just as we look to restart
and scale up live events, but also as new business
models and approaches emerge and are tested and
embedded.
Organisations including Informa, Reed, Clarion Events,
The Economist, Olympia London, Arena and many more
pure-play event organisers, media owners, venues and
suppliers took part in detailed interviews representing
companies of all sizes operating across the globe.
We have sought to piece together their
recommendations for the short term response to the
pandemic, including what will need to be in place to
reopen your doors for live events, and also crafted
a blueprint for the five capabilities needed for event
organisers to survive and thrive in the post-Covid-19
world.
1. Financial resilience – The capacity to withstand
not only initial restrictions, but also possible further
clampdowns and the broader impact of recession
2. Market Insight & analysis – The ability to monitor
customer needs for both business planning and to
develop new product lines to monetise

3. Compelling & safe events – Refreshed event
experiences that support their customers to safely
achieve excellent results
4. Digital imperative – Deeply embedded digital skills
and abilities that build more effective and far reaching
events for their communities
5. Skills & talent – New structures, skills and
development plans built around teams to help them
quickly win back and support customers
Taken in combination these competences form essential
foundations from which event organisers can both
rebuild from this crisis and go on to flourish in the future.
As the response to this initiative has been so positive,
we will go on to delve deeper into each of these five
capabilities over the coming months and share the
findings with the market.
Ahead of that we wish you well and offer this report
to contribute to your own nuanced response to
Coronavirus.
Notes:
Notwithstanding the vital role all parts of the events industry play
in its success, we have focussed this document on the pressures,
opportunities, and possible responses for event organisers. We
have chosen this as it is both our core area of expertise, and the
common space that all other elements of the industry interact with.
Further, the suggestions in this report are predicated on an organiser
having sufficient funding in place to weather this storm in the short
term. Should this be an area of concern, feel free to contact us to
discuss your available options and actions you could take.

By the
end of
Q2:

i. 10,000 trade fairs and exhibitions
already cancelled / postponed globally
ii. €82bn global economic impact from
the exhibitions industry
iii. €29bn of that in Europe

By the
end of
Q4:

Industry
impact
statistics

i. 25,000 trade fairs and
exhibitions cancelled/
postponed?
ii. €200bn+ global economic
impact?

2020:

2021:

Sources:

Euro area GDP = -7.5%
(UK = -6.5%)

Euro Area GDP = +4.8%
(UK = +4%)

UFI, IMF, BoE

Findings
The Short Term (Summer – Winter 2020)
1. Listen carefully
• Be knowledgeable: Event and management teams
reported placing focus on researching what their endusers are grappling with, what their pressures are, and
how their business models may change
• Share wisely: These same organisers are using the
insights they uncover to both inform their strategic
response, and to engage with and educate their
sponsors through high quality market intelligence.
This is proving invaluable when conventional sales
conversations are stalled
• Balance the model: Packaging these insights into
content marketing campaigns was commonly raised
as a key priority both for end-user engagement, and
as a sponsorable product. These represent fresh
opportunity for many pure play event organisers, both
as new revenue streams and as they often sit in client’s
non-event budgets

2. Keep in touch
• Working the data: As the first live events will almost
certainly be physically smaller and capacity may need
to be managed, many we spoke to are segmenting
their data now to be ready to target those who they
absolutely want to attend – more senior roles, those
with higher purchasing intent etc

• Digital overload: Producing high quality webinars and
valuable content is keeping end-users engaged with
brands during this hiatus, but many we interviewed
spoke of the dangers of becoming part of the
‘noise’ here. It is deafening out there already so
using segmented data to prevent customers being
overloaded is the smart approach
• Following your customers: Reaching furloughed
customers is a common challenge with B2B and B2C
teams, and many reported moving activities to LinkedIn
/ Twitter / Facebook etc to find their customers. This is
bearing fruit for some - a B2C organiser we spoke with
reported 50%+ new sign-ups and a 900% increase in
engagement levels on Facebook, and is now working
to convert them into future live event ticket sales

3. Plan ahead
• Perform a health-check: Knowing that they will need
to prioritise investment, many organisers are looking
to assess the underlying health of their served markets,
their desire for physical events, and how niches are
likely to perform in the medium-term
• Sizing up the competition: Those with portfolios
reporting taking time to honestly assess how their
events match up against competitors, and if needed
considering an early pivot to adjacent markets, or even
pulling out of that market for a period

• Covid clauses: Suppliers, venues and organisers alike
are working on the delicate task of developing ‘Covid
clauses’ for customers, to establish how bookings will
be handled in any future recurrences on the basis that
they are unlikely to book at all without them
• Dubious datelines:An increasingly common theme
during the research period was whether a risky and
crowded Q3/4 2020 dateline was going to be the right
call. With the timelines around restrictions uncertain it
may well become necessary to postpone for a second
(or even third) time, leaving organisers asking how and
when they should prepare their exhibitors for that
• New business, new skills: With an eye to their new
structures and customer expectations respondents
raised the need to retrain and upskill their teams. Areas
of focus centred around selling new (digital) packages,
customer success programs, and delivering compelling
digital events

The Medium Term (Spring – Summer 2021)
1. Delivering during Covid:
• Consider the big picture: : Interesting initiatives in
the Middle East included efforts to bring together a
‘Covid-safe’ eco-system including not just the event
and venue, but also transport, hotels, hospitality etc, to
reassure delegates and sponsors that their entire event
experience will be professionally managed
• Quality over quantity: Expectations were that
corporate travel policies will be stringent well into
2021, and some may restrict senior staff prohibited
from attending large gatherings at all. A consensus view
was that companies may also limit the number of staff
they send to events

• Rehearse, rehearse, rehearse: Concerns were raised
about the worst-case scenario of opening an event,
only to be shut down by health authorities who find
flaws in the onsite operation. The recently released UFI
Framework offers a strong foundation but preparing
teams, customers and suppliers for what it means to
them is seen to be vital, with some organisers making
preparations for a structured customer support
initiatives in the lead-in to their events

2. Local focus, global reach
• The great unknown: Expectations around international
travel were very pessimistic. Most did not expect to
see this return in a meaningful way until both infection
rates were greatly reduced, and vaccine / treatment
programs were proving to be effective. These dates are
of course unknown, but most organisers were planning
for domestic audiences making single day visits to their
events for most of 2021
• Slimming down: Facing the need to deliver safe and
appealing environments, several organisers tabled
plans to split large B2B exhibitions into series of more
focussed conf-ex formats with greater stand spacing
and smaller audiences onsite, perhaps at either end of
the year to retain dateline options for the future
• International engagement: Even though overseas
visitors will not play any significant role at events in this
period, offering them compelling digital products that
took place before, during and after any live events were
consistent objectives for organisers seeking to keep
these hard earned customers engaged, and go on to
attract them back in the future

3. Digital dilemmas
• Customer behaviour: Notwithstanding the need for
many organisers to deliver value against retained
bookings, almost all of those we interviewed spoke of
uncertainty about making large investments in digital
capabilities, even those who were pressing forward
with them. Good solutions exist, and suppliers are
improving them at pace, but the biggest unresolved
question raised in our calls is one of customer
behaviour – will they take part in digital events from the
office, or only whilst at home?
• The wow factor: The second key question mark over
digital was over creating compelling experiences for
delegates and sponsors via digital events. Spreading
out the event agenda over multiple days, with frequent
breaks are common practice, but common agreement
on many other factors including how to create a ‘stand’
for an exhibitor is a long way off. Many raised doubts
that simply importing a conventional stand design into
a virtual realm would deliver much value for anyone

• Monetising digital events (part 1) - Delegates:
This topic came up in almost every call and generated a
huge range of responses, with delegate pricing ranging
from 0-100% of standard live event fees. The majority
of opinion was centred around 30-50%. Whilst some
reported that the scale of audience they are attracting
was strong, ensuring valuable lead generation for
sponsors was hinging on strategies to attract quality
audiences who went on to engage with the sponsor by
downloading their content or requesting a follow up
call
• Monetising digital events (part 2) – Sponsors:
The key challenge facing organisers, particularly
those with large trade shows, is achieving scale in
digital that can be in anyway comparable to their live
events. The most effective platforms matchmake
meetings between sponsors and delegates (and just
between delegates) that is driven by their profiles and
preferences and can deliver good value. An unresolved
question though is how much time will a delegate
carve out to meet sponsors when they have seen the
content and their other priorities, and perhaps the
office, are just a click away?

Range of views
Our industry holds vastly different views on the level of threat
posed by Covid-19, and our conversations reflected these:

Pessimistic views
“Recession will follow the covid
crisis and the physical events
marketplace won’t start to recover
until 2022“
“Physical events won’t run
in Europe until 2021. There will
be a lot of casualties”
“Trade shows won’t recover as
quickly as conferences; and
some fairly large trade shows
organisers who aren’t diversified
enough won’t survive”
“No vaccine. No events.
It’s that simple”
“Organisers don’t have the
skill sets to sell and deliver
virtual events”

Our glass is
half empty

Optimistic views
“Our markets have got pent-up
demand and will bounce back as
soon as restrictions are lifted“
“This is a great opportunity to
bring fresh approaches and skills
into our industry”
“It is our moment to grow a more
rounded product with digital revenues (content) marketing, lead generation
services, subscription services”
“We can grow our global reach with
digital events like never before and
use them to de-risk physical launches
in the future”
“Big companies like us struggle to
push through major change in normal
times. We are using this as an
opportunity to drive things through
that would otherwise not be possible”

Our glass is
half full

Scorecard
To use this scorecard ✔ or ✘ the number of items that you have completed and use your tick scores to
highlight your overall level of risk, and where to prioritise your efforts.
To discuss your business needs including how to interpret your results and how we can support you,
please contact sam@inflection-point.co.uk
Capability Type

Capability Statement

Completed

We can weather the short / medium term impacts of CV19
Test cash-flow forecast against no live events before 1st September 2020, 1st January 2021 & 1st April 2021
Calculate the impact of invoking covid clauses with your customers and suppliers at key stages in the

Financial

event cycle

Resilience
Map out economic scenarios and set out actions to right-size your business and products

We understand our market and customer needs, can track how they change over time, and can use this for
commercial advantage
Establish what impact is Covid 19 having on your customers’ businesses and what this means for your
events in the short and longer term

Market Insights
& Analysis

Research when your customers will return to physical events, and what you practically need to say and do
to give them the confidence to return
Develop your research and insight capability to inform decision making, develop additional marketing
channels (e.g. content marketing) and grow new revenue streams (e.g. sponsored market insights)

We are focussed on our best opportunities, and can safely deliver value to our customers
Prioritise your top performing brands with the strongest underlying markets for investment

Compelling &
Safe Events

Review exhibitor mix, visitor profiles, content line-up and onsite experience to best deliver against market
needs and competitive pressures
Deploy robust and rehearsed customer support plans to help them get ready to particpate in your events,
both safely and effectivley

We have the right digital tools for our new business model
Understand how the value your customer needs can and cannot be delivered digitally
Assess and select digital products that will compliment your business in the medium & long term, and

Digital
Imperative

build your strategic capability
Evaluate whether you can create exceptional digital customer experience in house, or if you need
external support

Our workforce is capable of and motivated to execute our refreshed vision
Engage your teams in developing, testing and embedding your new vision and working practices
Put the right people in the right seats to deliver your business plan, and develop robust plans to close

Skills &

capability gaps

Talent

Build culture of feedback throughout your business, and communication plans that highlight progress
toward the new vision

TOTAL NUMBER OF ✔
Score ✔

Score Interpretation

0-8

Your company has a high level of exposure / risk

8-12

Your company has a medium level of exposure / risk

12+

Your company has a low level of exposure / risk

Summary
Every organiser, publisher,
venue and supplier we have
spoken to has expressed
deep concern about the
impact of Covid-19 on their
business and that of their
partners.
More severely than almost any other sector the
events industry ground to a halt almost overnight,
and it is a sad reality that some otherwise healthy
companies will not survive the impact of this severe
shock.

There are though opportunities to adapt and our research
has highlighted the need for organisers to develop
strength in each of the following capabilities to thrive:
- Financial Resilience
- Market Insights & Analysis
- Compelling & Safe Events
- Digital Imperative
- Skills & Talent
Over the coming weeks we will delve deeper into each of
these pillars, with the aim of helping you and your peers
succeed and thrive in the face of Covid-19.
With best wishes
Sam North, Simon Berger, Phil Redwood

Should you wish to discuss how we can help to support your business needs, including how to
interpret and action your scoring in the capability scorecard, please contact us via the details on the
following page

Sam North
Phil Redwood
Simon Berger

Contact us
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International (1998) in South Africa,
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countries across EMEA,
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and the wider industry adapt and thrive

The Americas and Asia.

and most recently the IM2 Group

in this changing world.

Phil started working in the events

(2004) in Switzerland. These companies
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industry in the 1990s as a Research

launched and developed multiple trade

in helping media owners to take new

Manager at Emap, where he worked

and consumer events in over 20 market

events to market, existing organisers

on shows such as BETT, The Education

sectors across the globe and sold event

to scale and re-vitalise their products,

Show, ICAT and Apple Expo. He then

titles to Rai, Turret, ITE Group, Informa &

and businesses across the industry with

joined CMP before working for several

Clarion amongst others.

their talent development and succession

international media agencies and

Simon’s ethos of business is to bring

planning.

technology companies. He returned to

‘colour & creativity’ to the world of B2B

Email: sam@inflection-point.co.uk

and B2C events by ‘breaking the mould’

Web: www.inflection-point.co.uk

the events industry in 2003 when he set
up Fusion.”

of traditional exhibition organising and

Email: philr@fusion-insight.co.uk

creating highly curated, interactive and

Web: www.fusion-insight.co.uk

fully-immersive events right in the heart
of capital cities.
Email: simon@im2group.com
Web: www.im2group.com

Beginning of the end
or a new beginning?

Coronavirus
and the global
events industry

